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Abstract: This work offers an unproblematic teaching tool for the instruction of challeng-
ing concept of electric potential difference in a non-uniform electric field. Specifically, 
mathematical modelling process is employed and managed to comprehend and teach 
exceedingly difficult concepts of uniform and non-uniform electric fields, electrical 
potential difference, scalar products of vectors and also concept of path integral. In order 
to accomplish those tasks, initially a basic conducting panel/sheet, that is simply a wet 
cardboard, is designed as a part of the apparatus, together with a dc power supply, a multi 
meter and connecting cables. The established method is interesting in the sense that the 
3D wet cardboard is novel, very practical and minimal costing, hence the approach offers 
physics educators fresh teaching routes and opportunities to clarify the puzzling concept 
of electrical potential difference and further. 
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Introduction 
Physics resolves the nature and related phenomena on the base of decidedly complicated 
concepts and mathematical equations between those concepts. Teaching those concepts, pheno-
mena and mathematical equations is the fundamental issue of Physics Education Research (PER). 
Physics educators, around the globe, spend much effort to ease teaching complicated and so 
believed abstract concepts and equations such that every single student manages conceptual under-
standing and internalises the actual scientific knowledge (Retnawati et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2018).  
In contrast to classical mechanics, electricity and also magnetism are, for vast majority of 
students, found to be abstract and confusing subjects of physics needing more consideration and 
effort for an enhanced understanding (Afra et al., 2009; Hand et al., 2009; Moodley & Gaigher, 2019; 
Taber et al., 2006). Therefore, teaching electricity and magnetism faces more problematic circum-
stances and ought to be handled more wisely (Gunstone et al., 2009; Kelly et al., 1998; Martinez et 
al., 2011; Tarciso Borges & Gilbert, 1999). Teaching electrical potential and potential difference, in a 
non-uniform electric field, is a challenging task due to be containing an integral equation. The actual 
mathematical equation includes the fundamental concepts of uniform or non-uniform electric field, 
electrical potential difference together with the distance within the electrical field and also a path 
integral therefore, instructing the general form of potential difference have been a puzzling task for 
physics educators and teachers (Carlton, 1999; Cohen et al., 1983). 
An analysis of the conceptual structure of physics, on the other hand, identifies necessary 
factual and procedural knowledge which is not plainly formulated and taught in courses. It leads to 
the conclusion that mathematical modelling of the natural phenomena should be the central theme 
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of physics education (Hestenes, 1987). Scientific equations are, in general, coherent units of structur-
ed knowledge. They are used to establish factual information into coherent wholes, often by the 
harmonised use of general laws or principles (Hestenes, 1997). The physics instruction is centred on 
the idea that physicists reason from mental constructs known as models. Scientists resolve the 
natural phenomena by using tools such as graphs, charts, diagrams and eventually reach to mathe-
matical equations to represent definite physical laws or principles (Brewe, 2008). A model, in general, 
is a substitute object or mental constructs, hence a conceptual representation of a real entity. The 
models, in physics education, are mostly mathematical equations, that means physical properties are 
characterised by quantifiable variables in the models (Hestenes, 1987). Students, on the other hand, 
learn exchangeable mathematical modelling skills by applying given mathematical equations to a 
range of situations to describe or predict physical events or to design experiments. Nevertheless, in 
an old-style physics class students do not have a clear understanding of what the word ‘model’ 
means and thus do not appreciate the role of this notion in physics instruction (Grosslight et al., 
1991). The significances of a ‘modelling view of physics for physics teaching, would be that physics 
education should give students a view of the nature of physics as a mathematical modelling 
creativity. Modelling accordingly receive increasing consideration from the physics educators as 
important components of a trendy physics education (Gilbert, 2004; Gilbert et al., 2000; Greca & 
Moreira, 2002).  
The students permanently find it difficult to understand and internalise the uniform and non-
uniform electric fields, the potential differences within those electric fields and surely the path 
independence of the potential differences together with the actual path integrals (Liégeois et al., 
2003; Maloney et al., 2001; Prosser, 1994; Rosenthal & Henderson, 2006). Therefore, the present 
work focuses on resolving apparent teaching difficulties concerning the electrical potential difference 
and consequently the path integrals, simply based on three fundamental problem cases which are 
expressed next; (1) How can one explore and teach, on a simple 3D material, the mathematical 
relation between the electrical potential change and the actual electric field on a straight line within 
a uniform electric field?; (2) How can one explore and teach, on a simple 3D material, whether the 
sum of the potential differences is path dependent or not, within a non-uniform electric field?; and 
(3) How can one explore and teach, on a simple 3D material, the mathematical relation between the 
electrical potential difference and the actual electric field on a randomly curved path, within a non-
uniform electric field? 
The present work specifically focuses on resolving apparent complications on instructing the 
intricate concept of electric potential difference. Therefore, the effort aims to develop a priceless 
and basic 3D material to demonstrate and teach the confusing concept of electrical potential 
difference. Following the search of the 3D teaching material, mathematical modelling method is em-
ployed to drive the fundamental equation of potential difference. The material is very advantageous 
in the sense that it costs nothing and works exceptionally well. 
Method 
Teaching Material 
One of the fundamental aims of this work, was to develop a low-cost 3D material, that could 
be easily found in any school around the globe and easy to use. To manage this task, following a 
number of attempts and failures, a simple smooth cardboard is finally developed and employed 
throughout the modelling. The cardboard has a thickness of about 1 mm and dimensions of 
17cmx11.5 cm. The cardboard, when dry, is a good insulator due to on its cellulosic nanostructure 
and could not be employed for the modelling since no potential differences could be measured 
across. Knowing the fact that the water is actually a good electrical conductor, made us to combine 
the cardboard with water. Therefore, dry smooth cardboard is simply immersed in an appropriate 
tap water tank for only 1 second and obtained homogeneously distributed water molecules and in 
fact a wet cardboard. The electrical conductance of evenly wet cardboard is used as an opportunity 
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to teach. The chemical properties of the water, such as distillation or ionization energy are not within 
the scope of the work. The photography of the scaled wet cardboard is given in the Figure 1.  
 
Figure 1. The photography of the wet scaled cardboard used for the experiment 
In the Figure 1, we also show the 3 different paths, namely 1st path that is the straight one, 
2nd path that is almost circular one and 3rd path that is the randomly chosen one. The paths and the 
basic scaling on the cardboard are managed before the immersing process on the dry cardboard in 
order not to damage the actual surface. 
Experimental Details 
The apparatus employed for the work and actual mathematical modelling of electrical 
potential difference is shown in the Figure 2. The experimental setup is made up of a homogeneously 
wet and scaled cardboard, a DC power supply (max.18 V), a number of connection cables and a basic 
multimeter. During the actual experiment, a DC voltage of 15V is applied to the two ends of the wet 
cardboard, however due to the contact problems, a DC voltage of 10.18V is measured between the 
actual measurement points that are the points A and B. The apparent difference is attributed to the 
well-known and unavoidable contact problem and does not affect the proposed teaching activities by 
any means.  
 
Figure 2.The photography of the experimental setup, also showing an instantaneous measurement 
In order to answer the research problem statements, the following procedure is accomplished. 
For the first problem statement, basically the potential difference is measured, with respect to the 
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point of A, as a function of the distance on the 1st path that is the straight path. For the second 
problem statement, the potential differences, this time, are sequentially measured as a function of 
the 0.5 cm long path intervals for the three paths, namely straight path, almost circular path and 
randomly chosen path. To manage the 3rd problem statement, the experimental data obtained for 
the 2nd problem case is simply engaged. 
Results and Discussion 
The potential difference and distance relation in a uniform electric field 
In order to tackle the first problem statement, we searched the mathematical relation 
between the electrical potential change and the actual electric field within a uniform electric field 
created on a straight line. The electric field is assumed to be uniform due to the fact that the external 
voltage of 15 V is directly applied across the straight path, in other words between the points of A 
and B, due also the fact that the electric field vectors and displacement vectors are parallel and in 
addition to the charge density along the path ought to be uniform. To do so, we set the distance to 
the starting point, A, as the free variable and the voltage, V, as the dependant variable and simply 
measured the potential difference as a function of the distance. The actual measurements are given 
in the Table 1. The actual results, used to obtain the mathematical modelling between the uniform 
electric field and the potential difference, is presented in the Table 1. The direct measurement of the 
potential difference between the two points, A and B, is found to be, =10,18 V.  
Table 1. The measured potential differences as a function of the distance to the starting point,  
that is A, for the straight path 
x (cm) V (volt) x (cm) V (volt) x (cm) V (volt) 
1 1.15 7 4.87 13 8.22 
2 1.98 8 5.44 14 8.96 
3 2.63 9 5.97 15 10.18 
4 3.31 10 6.5   
5 3.81 11 7.01   
6 4.4 12 7.6   
Path dependence of the electric potential difference 
The second problem statement is about the relation between the sum of electrical potential 
differences and the actual shape of the path, within a uniform and also non-uniform electric fields. In 
order to search the path dependence of the potential difference, we simply measured the potential 
differences sequentially between every 1cm long path intervals for the straight path (1st path) and 
between every 0.5cm path intervals for the almost circular (2nd path) path and randomly chosen 
(3rd path) paths. The reason to measure the voltage differences across 0.5 cm for the curved paths 
(2nd path and 3rd path) is to reduce the nonlinearity effect, in order words reducing displacement 
intervals surely improves the accuracy of the measurements. The measurements are given in the 
tables 2, 3 and 4. Table 2 is for the first path, Table 2 is for the almost circular path and finally table 3 
is for the randomly chosen path. The direct measurement of the potential difference between the 
points A and B is same again, =10.18 V.  
Table 2. The sequentially measured potential differences as a function of the 1cm long path intervals for the 
straight path. The sum of the potential differences gives,  
x (cm) V(V) x(cm) V (V) x (cm) V (V) 
0-1 1.22 6-7 0.44 12-13 0.56 
1-2 0.81 7-8 0.49 13-14 0.71 
2-3 0.64 8-9 0.51 14-15 1.28 
3-4 0.59 9-10 0.45   
4-5 0.52 10-11 0.50   
5-6 0.53 11-12 0.51   
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Table 3. The sequentially measured potential differences as a function of the 0.5cm long path intervals for the 
almost circular path. The sum of the potential differences gives,  
x (cm) V (V) x (cm) V (V) x (cm) V (V) x (cm) V (V) 
0-0.5 0.69 2.5-3 0.32 5-5.5 0.22 7.5-8 0.23 
0.5-1 0.57 3-3.5 0.24 5.5-6 0.21 8-8.5 0.20 
1-1.5 0.41 3.5-4 0.30 6-6.5 0.21 8.5-9 0.23 
1.5-2 0.31 4-4.5 0.28 6.5-7 0.21 9-9.5 0.24 
2-2.5 0.40 4.5-5 0.26 7-7.5 0.19 9.5-10 0.22 
 
x (cm) V (V) x (cm) V(V) x (cm) V (V) 
10-10.5 0.20 12.5-13 0.21 15-15.5 0.60 
10.5-11 0.20 13-13.5 0.22 15.5-16 0.78 
11-11.5 0.21 13.5-14 0.27    
11.5-12 0.16 14-14.5 0.30    
12-12.5 0.19 14.5-15 0.27    
Table 4. The sequentially measured potential differences as a function of the 0.5cm long path intervals for the 
randomly drawn path. The sum of the potential differences gives,  
x (cm) V (V) x (cm) V (V) x (cm) V (V) x (cm) V (V) x (cm) V (V) 
0-0.5 0.55 2.5-3 0.23 5-5.5 0.18 7.5-8 0.21 10-10.5 0.21 
0.5-1 0.60 3-3.5 0.20 5.5-6 0.17 8-8.5 0.23 10.5-11 0.22 
1-1.5 0.21 3.5-4 0.17 6-6.5 0.15 8.5-9 0.27 11-11.5 0.23 
1.5-2 0.36 4-4.5 0.16 6.5-7 0.18 9-9.5 0.29 11.5-12 0.18 
2-2.5 0.21 4.5-5 0.16 7-7.5 0.19 9.5-10 0.27 12-12.5 0.18 
 
x (cm) V (V) x (cm) V (V) x (cm) V (V) x (cm) V (V) 
12.5-13 0.17 15-15.5 0.21 17.5-18 0.15 20-20.5 0.37 
13-13.5 0.15 15.5-16 0.17 18-18.5 0.17 20.5-21 0.42 
13.5-14 0.16 16-16.5 0.16 18.5-19 0.18 21-21.5 0.65 
14-14.5 0.18 16.5-17 0.14 19-19.5 0.22 21.5-22 0.30 
14.5-15 0.17 17-17.5 0.16 19.5-20 0.26     
Relation between the electric field and potential difference in a non-uniform electric field 
The third problem statement deals with the mathematical relation between the electrical 
potential difference and the non-uniform electric field strength, independent of the actual shape of 
the path. This part of the work simply uses the data in both Tables 3 and 4. The actual mathematical 
modelling is about to be performed at this stage. The mathematical equation between the potential 
difference and the distance between those points, the electrical field and the actual path integral is 
scientifically and carefully derived at this stage, which is managed in the following section of the 
paper.  
Mathematical Modelling 
Modelling the relation between the potential difference and uniform electric field 
In order to tackle with the first problem statement, we search for the mathematical relation 
between the electrical potential change and the actual electric field within a uniform electric field. 
For this case, the data in the Table 1 is to be used. The independent variable of the mathematical 
modelling is determined as the distance to the starting point, that is A, and the dependant variable is 
the actual voltage measured. In order to model the scientific law, the measured voltage is plotted as 
a function of the distance and the graph is given in the Figure 3.  
It is clearly seen from the Figure 3 that the relation is linear and the relation is simply curve 
fitted by the equation of V(x)=0.5896 x(cm) +0.715. This expression shows a linear relation between 
the voltage and the distance in accordance with the Equation 1. Since the relation between voltage, 
V, and distance, x, is linear than it is straightforward to write the actual slope as, 
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 , where θ denotes the angle of the fit with respect to the horizontal. It 
is now open to name the actual slope as the Electric Field; E, be simply looking at the unit and the 
dimension analysis of the equation. Finally, it can be stated that, the relation between the electric 
field and the potential difference when the displacement vector and electric vectors are parallel, can 
be given by, 
     (1) 
This is the result of the mathematical modelling for the 1st problem case and underlines one of 
the most fundamental laws of electricity (Beichner & Serway, 2000; Sears et al., 2016). 
 
Figure 3. The measured voltage is plotted as a function of the distance for the linear path 
Modelling path dependence of the electric potential difference 
In order to focus on the second problem statement, three different paths connecting the 
points A and B, that are the actual points external voltage is applied in between, are determined and 
sketched. The straight path is scaled by 1cm path intervals, the almost circular path and randomly 
drawn paths are scaled by 0.5 cm path intervals. The actual measurements in between those points 
are performed sequentially by a multimeter and recorded in the tables 2, 3, and 4. The electric field 
on the cardboard is obviously not uniform and changes point by point. Specifically, in this case the 
sums are given as 9.76 V for the straight path, 9.55 V for the second path and 10,40V for the third 
path. The discrepancies between the direct measurement and the overall sum voltages are about 4,1 
% for the first path, 6,1 % for the second path and finally 2.1 % for the third path. These values are 
thought to be acceptable within the experimental error limits. The clear answer to the second 
problem statement is that the potential difference in between any two points in a non-uniform 
electric field is free of the actual path (Beichner & Serway, 2000; Sears et al., 2016). 
The sum of the measured voltages noticeably determines the answer of the second problem case, 
in the sense that if the sums for the three different paths are same then one can conclude that the 
electrical potential difference is independent of the path, which can mathematically be expressed by, 
    (2) 
Modelling relation between the electric potential difference and electric field in a non-uniform electric 
field 
In order to resolve the third problem statement, the data given in the tables 2, 3, and 4 are 
used. The schematic drawing in the Figure 4 can be used for the actual modelling. The figure 4 
demonstrates the 1st linear path, the 2nd almost circular path and 3rd randomly drawn path in 
addition to the electric field and displacement vectors. The angle between the actual electric field 
vectors and the displacement vectors is denoted by θ. 
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Figure 4. The schematic illustration of the actual modelling for all the paths 
In order to answer the third problem case, it is important to underline the results of the first 
and second situations. The first problem case, for the 1st path, concludes that the voltage difference 
between any two points is determined by the displacement interval and the electric field component 
on the path, the Equation 2. The second problem case, for the 2nd path, concludes that the overall 
potential difference between two points, here A and B, is equal to the sum of the potential 
differences measured across sequentially tiny distances that is, ∆x, the Equation 2. Combining the 
Equations 1 and 2 leads to the equation of, 
     (3) 
where  denotes the n. displacement interval and , denotes the electric field 
component on the actual path for the n. path interval. It is important to note, at this stage, that all 
the quantities namely, electric field vector, , path displacement vector,  , and the actual angle 
between them, , are all varying continuously on the path. Therefore, the electrical field vector 
component on the path can simply be written as, . Substituting this expression in the 
equation (3) gives, 
    (4) 
Using the integral definition, that is; if one takes the limit of the equation (4) while   
then the equation (4) transforms to an integral equation, which is, 
 (5) 
Finally using the definition of the scalar product of two vectors leads to the final and smart equation 
of,  
     (6) 
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This final equation describes, in general, the potential difference between the points of A and 
B within a non-uniform electric field, which is the clear answer for the problem statement of 3. 
(Beichner & Serway, 2000; Sears et al., 2016). 
Conclusions 
The present work essentially offers a basic priceless and accessible method to realize and 
demonstrate the tough definition of electric potential difference in a non-uniform electric field. The 
procedure outlined here basically employs the mathematical modelling which is a popular approach 
and used for instructing the topic of electric potential difference. This work is also fresh due to 
developing a basic 3D teaching material, a simple wet cardboard, and outlines all the necessary 
information for teaching or more specifically mathematical modelling activities. The approach 
proposed presently is limited to only teaching activities, therefore any further insights concerning the 
details of the electrical conductance or the mobility of the charges and the effects of the actual 
cardboard material or detailed chemical properties of the water is beyond the scope of the work. 
However, we do believe that the method and the 3D material offer a novel and powerful proposal for 
any physics educator. Especially the 3D wet cardboard, that is very reachable and easy to use 
material, makes a great advantage for the students and indeed teachers to create a rich and 
beneficial teaching circumstances. 
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